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Dan Mahoney (School Rep.), '98 James VanBokkelen (Select. Rep.), '98
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Mary Mertinooke, '98 Larry Baker (Select. Rep), '98 Richard Miller, '00
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Audrey Miller, '98 Audrey Brunet, '00 Gordon Motley, '02
AUDITORS
Joann Hill, '98 Sandra Zammitti, '98
APPOINTED POSITIONS
POLICE DEPARTMENT FIRE CHIEF HEALTH OFFICER
Wayne Theriault (Chief) John Gamble Walter Shivik
Aaron Wojtkowski (Sergeant), 99'
BUILDING INSPECTOR EMERGENCY OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
Dan Cordiero John Gamble
PLANNING BOARD
Gary Crosby (Chair), '00 Greg Williams, '00 Mike Keller, '98
Sandra Zammitti, '99 Larry Baker (Selectmen Rep.), '98
Kim Lowell (Alt.) Burt Stackhouse (Alt,) llsa Briggs (Alt.)
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Jeff Healey (Chair), 00' Roxanne VanBokkelen, '00 Carol McCarthy, '99
Frank Moore, '99 Beth Stoddard, '01 llsa Briggs, (Alt.)
Donald Currier (Alt.) Nancy Dixon (Alt.) Joann Hill (Alt.)
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Adele Fiorillo (Chair) Gary Crosby James VanBokkelen (Select. Rep.)
RECYCLE COMMITTEE
P.K. Erickson (Chair) Jane Cowen Beverly Reynolds
Cornelia Courtney Lee Knapp Walter Hill
SRRDD REPRESENTATIVE
Walter Hill Walter Shivik (Alt.)
REPRESENTATIVES TO ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
Walter Shivik llsa Briggs
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Peter Oldak Fran Harper Paul Kapela
David Cronin Charles Ducharme (Selectman Rep.)
FOREST FIRE WARDENS
John Gamble (Warden) Kevin Syvinski (Deputy)
Scott Cloutier (Deputy) John Gamble Jr. (Deputy)
GENERAL INFORMATION for RESIDENTS
Because the general public is often unaware of various laws and
regulations, the Town of South Hampton has prepared the following list
as a guide for those considering actions for which some regulatory system
is in place. This list is for information only and the public should
consult the appropriate Officials or Boards for further details.
WETLANDS No digging, filling or other Permit approved by
flow modification in wetlands. Conservation
as defined by Land Use Ordinances Commission
SUBDIVISION Must meet requirements, of Zoning Planning Board
Ordinances and Regulations
HOME OCCUPATION Use of Home for Business Board of Adjustment
COMMERCIAL ZONE Commercial Development Planning Board
(Site Plan Review)
BUILDING PERMIT No construction or demoltlon until Building Inspector
permit is fully signed
OCCUPANCY PERMIT No occupancy or use of new modified Building Inspector
building until approved
HISTORIC DISTRICT No construction or modifications Historic Commission
in those districts without approval
SEPTIC SYSTEMS Must meet State and Town standards Health Officer
SAND & GRAVEL
EARTH REMOVAL Must have.permit for excavation Planning Board
BONFIRES No burning without a permit Fire Warden
TIMBER HARVEST Yield tax, limits on cutting Selectmen
MOTOR VEHICLE Annual renewals on birth month Town Clerk
DOG LICENSE Annual renewal, rabies shots Town Clerk
VOTER REGISTRATION Upon establishing residence Town Clerk/Super
visor of Checklist
REFUSE DISPOSAL Weekly pickup, Thursday, limita- Selectmen
tions on volume and type, please
inquire about Recycle Program
JUNK CARS No more than two unregistered Selectmen
vehicles
STRAY ANIMALS uogs must be controlled by Police
property owners
Please refer to directory of officers and appointees for Individual
naaes. Additional information may be found in the various reports
froB the officials.
WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
1998
To the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on
Tuesday the 10^^ of IVIarch 1998, between the hours of 11:00 in the
forenoon and 8:00 in the evening, to act upon Article 1.
You are also hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on
Wednesday, the 11*^ of March 1997 at 7:30 in the evening to act upon
Article 2 and all subsequent articles.
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$293,826 (Two hundred ninety three thousand eight hundred Twenty six
dollars) for the general operation of the Town.
The above includes $16,179 for the 1998 payment on the 1996 GMC
custom pumper. The following table shows the relationship between the
operating budget, other warrant articles, and the total appropriations:
1998 1997
Operating Budget
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000
(Twenty five thousand dollars) to be placed in the Hilldale Avenue
Pavement Capital Reserve Fund created in 1997 under RSA 35:1.
7. To see if the town will authorize the establishment of a capital reserve
fund (pursuant to RSA Chapter 35) for the future revaluation of the town
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 (Eight Thousand dollars)
towards this purpose.
The total cost for a complete revaluation including new computer
software and hardware is estimated to be $24,000. If approved, we
anticipate starting the project in the spring of the year 2000. The last
revaluation was done in 1989 and some of the data is becoming
outdated.
8. To see if the town will vote to create an expendable general trust fund
under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Ford/Grumman
Refurbishment Fund, for repairs outside the scope of the routine
maintenance budget and to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
(Two thousand dollars) toward this purpose and appoint the selectmen
as agents to expend these funds.
Budget committee recommends $2,400.
9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of a town improvement
project in celebration of the upcoming Millennium and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 (Ten thousand dollars) to be placed in
this fund to be known as the Campaign 2000 fund.
The money would be used for a capital improvement project to the town
hall and the area between the town hall and Main Avenue and would
spent only if the town approves a plan by March 2000. If no plan is
approved by then the funds would revert back to the town. Not
recommended by budget committee.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
(Two thousand dollars) for the purpose of restoring the lot line in the Hill
top cemetery.
This is the same as article 14 last year however this project could not be
undertaken during 1997.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,235
(Two thousand two hundred thirty five dollars) for the purpose of
installing a security system in the fire and police building including the
first year monitoring cost.
This would be subject to the approval of the South Hampton Fireman's
Association.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,840
(Two thousand eight hundred forty dollars) for the purpose of
purchasing, for the fire department, a Robwell flow mix #500 high flow
class A/B foam proportioner including accessories.
There will be an offsetting grant of $1,222.50 bringing the actual cost to
the town to $1,617.50.
13 To see if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen to appoint an
electrical inspector to work in conjunction with the building inspector.
14. To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SOUTH HAMPTON THIS
NINTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1998
A true copy of warrant -- attest
Lawrence A. Baker, Chairman
James VanBokkelen
Charles Ducharme
SELECTMEN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
Signed in my presence
Carol Baker - Notary Public
My Commission Expires
State ofNew Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division
P.O. Box 1 122
Concord, NH 03302-1 122
(603) 271-3397
FORM MS-7
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET
OF THE
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates ofRevenue
for
Ensuing Year January 1, 1998 to December 31, 1998
Important: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities:
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended or not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant article must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
place on file with the tovra clerk, and a copy sent to the Department ofRevenue Administration at
the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT. (RSA 31:95 and 32:5)



































TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
MARCH 11th & 12th, 1997
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, in the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs, held on
March 11th, 1997 at the South Hampton Town Hall, the following business was
transacted:
Moderator Walter Shivik read the Warrant. The polls were declared open at 1 1:00 a.m.
Ballot Clerks for the day were Wally Verge, Sheila Mahoney, Charlie Ducharme, and
Kathleen Fisher. There were 145 ballots cast out of 574 registered voters.












School Board Member -
School District Treasurer

























School Officers were elected as follows:
Walter Shivik 133 votes
Daniel J. Mahoney 123 votes
Martha Anderson 33 write-in votes
NancyA. Brunet 122 votes
ARTICLE 2 - Zoning Changes
(1) Amend Article III, section 2 d -Set backs
(2) Add Article III, section 2 e, - Sewage system set back




(4) Amend Article VII, section D 2-Min. wetlands requirements Yes - 101 No






The polls were closed at 8:03 p.m.
Town meeting was continued to March 12, 1997 at 7:30 p.m.
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
MARCH 12th, 1997
(Continued from March 11th)
The following evening on March 12th, Moderator Walter Shivik called the meeting to
order at 7:37 p.m. After the Pledge of Allegiance he introduced the Board of Selectmen,
the Town Clerk and the Budget Committee Members. He then stated some of the
procedures he would follow in conducting the meeting.
Selectman Larry Baker was recognized and he thanked the Recycling Committee and
especially P.K. Erickson for the great job they did in implementing curbside recycling
and pay-per-bag last year. He also thanked Burt Campbell for donating a refrigerator
for the Town Hall kitchen; Newburyport Towing and Kim Lowell for maintenance and
repairs to the Police Department Cruisers; donations of money from the Grange and
Jean O'Donnell; a special thanks to James VanBokkelen for the donation of land for a
new school and money to be used toward the building; thanks to Winnacunnet High for
the donation of folding chairs procured by Barbara Knapp and picked up be Don Currier;
and a special thank you to the Fire Department and the Police Department for their
efforts in assisting many residents during the flood last October.
The Moderator read the Warrant and stated that the results from yesterday's election
(Article I) . were posted in the hallway. He noted that the Zoning Amendments (Article
2) all passed.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $283,855
(Two hundred eighty three thousand eight hundred fifty five dollars) for the general
operation of the Town. Motion made by Larry Baker and seconded by James
VanBokkelen. Larry noted there is a 3% decrease in the operating expenses. He went
on to highlight the changes - the Moderator's salary was reinstated after it had been
omitted the past two years by error. An expense stipend was added for the Planning
Board Chairman. The insurance line seems to have increased dramatically, but it's
been consolidated into one account rather than appearing in separate budgets.
Insurance costs decreased several years ago when Lee Knapp changed the insurance
carrier to the NH Municipal Association. Under the Police Account, we gained a full-
time position through a grant, but offset that with part-time help. Solid Waste expenses
were down by thanks to the success of our recycling program. Water Testing increased
because of State requirements.
Larry commented that at one time we had a Recreation Commission that planned some
summer activities for children. If anyone is interested in starting this up again, see the
Selectmen. The Library increase will get us into the computer age. The Conservation
Commission is very active and doing a lot for $200.
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The operating budget was voted and passed. Judy Shivik moved to restrict
reconsideration of the article, seconded by James VanBokl<elen and so voted. I
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 (five
hundred dollars) for the purpose of continuing to update the Town's tax maps. James
VanBokkelen moved the motion, seconded by Larry Baker and it was voted in the
affirmative.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,180
(Sixteen thousand one hundred eighty dollars) for the lease payment of the 1996 GMC
custom pumper. Larry Baker made the motion, seconded by Peter Oldak and it was
voted and passed.
Article 6, To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500 (Four
thousand five hundred dollars) to be placed in the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund
created in 1996 under RSA 35:1. James VanBokkelen moved the motion, seconded by
John Gamble. James commented that since the Police Department has the old cruiser,
the new cruiser is not used as often and may last longer. However, in the event of an
accident, we would need this in reserve to replace the cruiser. Robert Gray questioned
how wise an investment this was for the Town and suggested a bond at the time of the
need would be a better option. James responded that there would need to be a vote of
the Town to put the Town in debt. Larry added it would also require 2/3 vote and feels
the Capital Reserve Fund is good fiscal management. The article was voted and
passed.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 (One
Thousand dollars) to be placed in the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund created in
1988. Larry Baker moved the motion, seconded by James VanBokkelen. Florence
Goldthwaite asked what the land is for? James answered land acquired would be for
conservation purposes. The article was voted in the affirmative.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 (Ten
thousand dollars) to be place in the Cemetery Land Acquisition and Development
Capital Reserve Fund created in 1993 under RSA 35:1. James VanBokkelen moved
the motion, seconded by Burt Stackhouse. Larry Baker amended the article to the
value of $5,000, seconded by Craig Marx. Robert Gray asked if someone would explain
the precedence for the Town providing cemetery lots. Have they considered charging
for lots? JoAnn Hill responded there is no fee for "admission" -There is a statute that
requires the Community to provide burial lots and another law states burial lots must be
provided for transients. Mary Mertinooke asked what would happen if there were no
space available? Peter Oldak added that the purpose for this fund is to buy additional
land wen needed. Mr. Gray questioned how many lots are left? JoAnn Hill believes
that there are 20 lots left in the cemetery. The amendment was voted and passed. The
amended article was voted in the affirmative.
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Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,000
(Nine thousand dollars) to be placed in the Town Buildings Maintenance Trust Fund
created in 1992 under RSA 31:19. James VanBokkelen moved that the article be
accepted, seconded by Larry Baker. The article was voted and passed.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,800
(Four thousand eight hundred dollars) for the reimbursement of time lost from work and
damage done to clothing to the South Hampton Fire Department members when
participating at calls on a volunteer basis. Peter Oldak moved the article, seconded by
James VanBokkelen. John Gamble, Fire Chief, stated this money would be reimbursed
to the Town by the State. Adele Fiorillo amended the article to strike out "on a volunteer
basis," seconded by Joann Hill. Adele feels this wording would complicate the process.
Larry Baker responded the reimbursement is for expenses not salary. Adele withdrew
the amendment. The vote was in the affirmative.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,518
(One thousand five hundred eighteen dollars). Which is the Town's portion of the cost
to the State of New Hampshire for the buy back of Police Chief Wayne Theriault
retirement between the years of 1988 and 1990. Larry Baker moved the article,
seconded by James VanBokkelen. Larry explained that in these years the Chief had
been appointed full-time. The Selectmen were in agreement on paying the Town's
share. The article was voted in the affirmative.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000
(Twenty five thousand dollars) to be placed in a new Hilldale Avenue Pavement Capital
Reserve Fund for the purpose of the deep reclamation of Hilldale Avenue at a later time.
James VanBokkelen moved the article, seconded by Larry Baker. James explained that
a lot more than expected was spent on paving last year on various roads and thought it
more would be done for the dollar by having it done all at once. John Gamble asked
how much it would cost and was told about $60,000. Larry added that the money could
not be spent without approval of Town Meeting. JoAnn Hill observed that no one was
appointed as agent to expend. Larry answered this is a Trust Fund. The vote was
taken and it passed.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000
(Four thousand dollars) for the purpose of having a professional audit of the Town's
financial records and practices.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
(Two thousand dollars) for the purpose of restoring the lot line in the Hill top cemetery.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to investigate the
possibility of setting up a capital reserve fund for the purpose of a South Hampton town
hall capital improvement project in celebration of the upcoming Millennium. The funds
would be placed in a new trust fund Named "Campaign 2000". The money would be
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spent on a capital improvement project to the town hall and area between the town hall
and Main Avenue only if the town approves a plan by March 2000. If no plan is
approved by March 2000, the funds would revert back to the Town.
Article 16. Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the town of
South Hampton, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for
a person 65 years of age up to 75 years $20,000 (Twenty thousand dollars); for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years $30,000 (Thirty thousand dollars); for a person
80 years of age or older $40,000 (Forty thousand dollars). To qualify, the person must
have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must
have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the tax payer must have a net
income of not more than $13,400 (Thirteen thousand four hundred dollars) or, if
married, a combined net income of less than $20,400 (Twenty thousand four hundred
dollars); and own net assets not in excess of $45,000 (Forty five thousand dollars),
excluding the value of the persons residence.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d
authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money,
which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided, however, that no
acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the
town or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the
operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property.
Article 18. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 202-a:4-c providing that any
town at an annual Town meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until
specific rescission of such authority, the public library trustees to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from a state,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during
the fiscal year
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:11-a
which allows the library to keep revenues received from income generating equipment.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Trustees of the Cemetery to
reserve burial lots when a Perpetual Care fund has been established with the Trustees
of the Trust Funds.
Article 21 . To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol A. Baker, Town Clerk
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15-Dog-VS Fees-State of NH
16-Misc.-Election & Vital Stats
4140-ELECTION,-REGISTRATION & VITAL STAT-Other
TOTAL 4140-ELECTION,-REGISTRATION & VITAL STAT
4150-FINANCIAL-ADMINISTRATION:




06-B Insp Fees-(Building Inspector)
07-Bud Com Ex-(Budget Committee)
08-Selec Exp-(Selectmen's)
10-Temp Salary
11 -Tax Expenses-(Tax Collector)
1 3-Treas Expen-(Treasurer)
14-Ads-and Legal Notices

































































































01 -Chief Salary-Wayne Theriault
02-Sargent Sal-Aaron Wojtkowski
03-PT Salary-Other Part Time Help
04-Equipment-Police Departnnent
05-Expenses-Support Materials

















































































01-Road Plowing-Labor & Vehicals (Dixon)
02-Water Hole-Plowing (Brunet)
03-Shoveling-Town Hall & Liabrary
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391 6-TRUST-AND AGENCY FUNDS
3936-FUND-BALANCE USED TO OFFSET
TOTAL INFLOWS
1,297,657.61
FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1997
ASSETS




Total Cash on Hand
INVENTORY
OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
Property Area Assessment
Powwow river beach
2 Islands in the Powwow
2 Lots on Hilldale Ave.
Lot on Tuxbury Peninsula
Conservation Land on Hilldale
Lot on Chase Road
Ball park on Hilldale
Tennis Court & Salt Shed
Unknown lot at Tuxbury Pond
Town Common
Town Hall Land
Town Hall and Library
Cemetery Land
School Land & Buildings

















Town of South Hampton
Town Office
3 Hilldale Avenue
South Hampton, New Hampshire 03827
We have begun our audit work for 1 997. As soon as additional data that we had requested is
available, we will schedule a date to return to the Town Office to complete the audit. We expect at
this time that vou will have draft reports for your review and comment shortly after the date that
we are at the Tuwn Office, with final reports being issued after the reviews are completed.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our office.
Very truly yours,
















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




(603)271-3397 Please Insert the total
o' f jnds here.
»Xt.7ll^17
Report of Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
City/Towr
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31
or
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 19
i9TZ_
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge
and belief.





For Towns reporting on a calendar year, basis, this report must be filed on or before March 1st.
2. For Towns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis (FY ending June 30), this report must be filed on or before September 1st.
Where To File:
ONE COPY TO:











STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





Report of Common Trust Fund Investments
City/Town ScruJ K |-^CU^^^
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31 .92
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 19
CERTIFICATE










For Towns reporting on a calendar year, basis, this report must be filed on or before March 1st.
2. For Towns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis (FY ending June 30), this report must be filed on or before September 1st.
Where To File:
ONE COPY TO:
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF south hampton, nh YEAR ENDING i997
DEBITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF south hampton, nh YEAR ENDING 1997
CREDITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF south hampton, nh yEAR ENDING '997
DEBITS
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Motor Vehicles Registrations. Dog Licenses. Filing Fees,
and Vital Statistics
January 1 , 1 997 - December 31 , 1 997
Number of Motor Vehicle permits issued - 1 149
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $103,714.00





Vital Statistic fees 294.00
Other Miscellaneous Fees 181.35
Total Remitted to Treasurer $104,905.35
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TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1997 $ 327.681.14
RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR
Property Tax 1996Collected $ 1,297,044.72
Interest and Penalties 19,712.09
Yield Tax 205.75
Current Use Tax 8,407.41
Overpayments 1613.79
Adjustment for deposit error ^
Total received from Tax Collector $ 1 ,326,984.26
RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits $ 103,714.00
Filing Fees 5.00
Vital Statistics . 294.00
Dog Licenses 711.00
UCC Filing Fees 181.35
Total received from Town Clerk $ 104,905,35
OTHER RECEIPTS
Received from Selectmen $ 117,608.47
Interest Income 7,976.38
From Trust Funds 5.485.03
Total received from other $ 131,069.88
PLUS TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 1,562,959.49
DISBURSEMENTS
Paid on Selectmen's Orders
Paid to School District 96-97
Paid to School District 97-98
Paid to Rockingham County
Taxes Bought by Selectmen
Bank Fees and Charges
MINUS TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
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TREASURER'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS FROM SELECTMEN 1997
RECEIVED FROM:
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Office Of The Planning Board
SUBDIVISION FUNDS
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3 HILLDALE AVENUE - SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03827
TELEPHONE & FAX: (603)394-7696
Last year was a fairly active year for the Planning Board and the Town.
The Kllcup gravel pit was reclaimed, negotiations were started In the
reclamation of the TrlTown pit and the Town decided to build a new
elementary school. After more than five years of work the Planning
Board has finally written new subdivision regulations, site plan review
regulations and has written a set of Rules and Procedures for the
Board to follow. 1 would like to thank everyone who helped me write
these new regulations because it was a chore. The next time you pick
up an ORDINANCE & REGULATIONS BOOK you'll notice that it's about twice
as thick as it used to be. We have not adopted the new regulations yet
but In the next month or two we will be holding a Public Hearing to do
so. Next year I hope to rewrite the Historic District Ordinance. This
document needs a major overhaul and I just didn't have the time to do
it this year. The Board must also start thinking about updating its
Master Plan for it has been about ten years since we have done anything
with it. If I can find enough time to send out the same Citizen's Survey
that we sent out ten years ago, I can start gathering the information
that is needed for changing any part of the Master Plan.
I would also like to thank James VanBokkelen for his gift to the Town.
After twenty-five years or better of discussing whether or not we need
to build a new school, he, more than anyone else provided the emphasis
to get the project started. Remember it has just started; there is
still a lot more work to be done on this project. My advice, as Planning
Board Chairman, is to take this project slowly. There are still a lot
of problems to be worked out on the site and the school itself. Remember,
haste makes waste.
The subdivision activity last year was really minimal and most of the
activity Involved land that was with the Howfirma Trust. There were
only two subdivisions that created any more houselots and we voluntarily
merged lA lots into 1. The net result of this is that we now have less
potential building lots in Town than we started with last year. The
upcoming year seems to be a little different. I'm already accepting
applications for subdivisions for this year. I anticipate this upcoming
year probably to be the most active year in the way of building and
subdivision activity that the Town has seen in quite a few years. The
sky is not falling but we may see ten new houses built this year. Why?
There are probably many reasons; low Interest rates, higher taxes, a
higher cost of living in the area, the growth of the surrounding towns
and hungry real estate agents are just a few. It may just be that
many of the old South Hamptonites are moving out and the new generation
just doesn't care about open space anymore. They just want their piece
of the pie. Whatever it is, the Town is moving into the new millenium
and our roadways and Town may not look like it used to five years ago.
In my generation I've seen Chase Road go from being a dirt road with five
houses and three cars traveling on It a day to a paved road with twenty-five
houses and three cars a minute traveling on it during commuter hours. This
isn't anything compared to Route 107A, but for us old-timers it's quite a
change. I guess I'll just have to move to northern Maine to get away from
all of this growth.
Respectfully submitted.
Gary Crosbyi^ Chairman
South Hampton Planning Board
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SOUTH HAMPTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Annual Report to the Residents of South Hampton
1997
This year the South Hampton Conservation Commission responded to a number of
different State and County surveys with the intent of updating and cataloging Open Space
and Conservation Lands within the Town boundaries. Conservation Land is reviewed and
visited by the Commission each year. The Commission also reviewed three Dredge and
Fill Applications and provided comments to the State Wetlands Bureau.
Early in the year the Commission hosted a "Roadside Clean Up" with help from both
Town Residents and the Boy Scouts. The clean up yielded 4 truckloads of garbage!
Following the clean up all volunteers were rewarded with pizza. The Commission hopes
this will become an annual event.
The designation of "Prime Wetlands" in South Hampton continues to be a Commission
goal, although this year did not yield much headway in that direction. The Commission is
also keeping informed on events regarding the designation of a Well Head Protection
District by the Town of Seabrook. Portions of this District fall within the Town
boundaries of South Hampton and therefore it is in the interest of South Hampton to be
apprised of any resulting changes.
The goal for 1998 is to continue with the pursuit of "Prime Wetlands". The Commission
appreciates the support of the Residents of South Hampton and we believe the






1997 was another great year for South Hampton. This was primarily due to the tremendous
number of volunteers who worked on many town improvement projects. I started out making
a list of the people who did the volunteer work but found this an impossible task because
there were so many. It would have taken several pages to list them and of course I would
have missed someone. Instead I will try to list some of the projects and programs that were
done by volunteers in 1997.
The gardens & beautification of the Town Common and the plantings & decorations in front
of the Library and Town Hall were done by many volunteers from the South Hampton Garden
Club. The free computer classes and labs at the Barnard School, which are available to
everyone in town, were manned by students, teachers and many other residents. Christmas
wreaths were donated and hung on the Town Hall and Schools. The construction of the play
yard behind the new school was done by at least 50 volunteers sometimes in the rain. The
town wide roadside cleanup was coordinated by the Conservation Commission and was
done by many of our youth including the Boy Scouts. Several volunteers construction the
culvert head wall under the driveway to the new school. The raising and decorating of the
Christmas tree in the town center was done by a small band of men with lots of passing
supervisory help. The assembling of the furniture for the new school. The white goods and
large article disposal was done by the recycling committee plus many others. The list goes
on and on.
We also have several ongoing community groups that donate time and resources. The
Police Association, the Fireman's Association, the Friends of the Library, the PTA, the Voters
News, the Grange, the organizers and leaders of youth groups such as Girl Scouts, and Boy
Scouts, volunteer coaches plus many others.
Besides all these volunteers we have in town we are also fortunate to have many who have
donated materials and money. Most of the materials used in all the above projects were
donated at no cost to the town.
The back cover of this town report is dedicated to the volunteers and donors who make
South Hampton a nicer place.
In other matters:
More goods news is the fact that our insurance and legal costs continue to spiral downward.
Our property and liability insurance costs continue to decrease each year because we are
receiving higher rebates. With the full agreement of the police we negotiated a new health
insurance plan at rates that are 50% lower. Our legal costs have been reduced by more then
75% over the last several years due to a decrease in litigation and an increase in the use of
the free services of the New Hampshire Municipal legal department.
Our recycling program has been highly successful thanks to PK Erickson and her committee.
The cost of trash also continues to go down with the tipping charges at the Kingston landfill
down by more then 55% over the last two years. In 1 988 Kingston has increased the per ton
charge by 20% but our total cost will still be less then in the past.
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Police Chief Wayne Theriault applied for and received two grants in 1997 equaling $19,253.
One to pay most of the cost of an additional full time police officer and the other to pay most
of the cost of office support. It is expected that the same amount will be received in 1 998.
Fire Chief John Gamble has also been busy applying for and receiving 3 grants totaling
$4,900. Two were for partial reimbursement for the firefighters and chiefs salary and the
other was a grant from Unitil for new radio equipment.
We have many dedicated people who continue to protect the character of South Hampton.
Gary Crosby and the Planning Board are in the process of rewriting and strengthening the
subdivision and site plan review procedures. The Conservation Commission under the
guidance of Adele Fiorillo continues work at protecting our wet lands. Clint Furnald has
formed a Campaign 2000 Committee to spruce up the hilltop area. James VanBokkelen
continues to buy land for conservation purposes therefore guaranteeing South Hampton will
remain small. Hundreds of acres of land will remain as open space.
Road Agent, Scott Dixon has stepped up the plowing and increased the application of sand &
salt on our roads. As a result our winter roads are safer and much better then most of our
neighbors. The selectmen are working with Scott to stretch our summer budget while at the
same time keeping our roads in good condition.
The town is in the middle of a complete audit by Mason & Rich Accountants and I want to
thank Treasurer Linda Doucette, Town Clerk Carol Baker, Tax Collector Andrea Condon,
Trustee Peter Oldak, and Library Treasurer Martha Anderson for their patience and help.
The audit is expected to be completed by Town Meeting and I will give you an update then.
After all this good news about the reduction of costs you may be wondering why we had the
largest increase in taxes in several years. There were several reasons for this. 1 )The total
valuation of the town went down due to the withdrawal of a 1 9 lot subdivision. 2)There was a
sizable increase in the amount of land that has been put into current use. 3)The new school
building. 4)An increase in the Schools operating budget. And 5)A decrease in available
surplus funds that are used to reduce the tax rate. It appears that the tax rate for 1998 will
be stabilized and if the Budget Committee recommendations are all voted the tax rate will be
decreased.
This has been an interesting and enjoyable year working with all the dedicated department
heads and fellow selectmen James VanBokkelen and Charles Ducharme. A special thanks






SOUTH HAMPTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
1997 Financial Report
Beginning Checkbook Balance 1/1/97
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E. KINGSTON, N.H. 03827
As the year 1998 begins I would like to thank the towns people for their continued
support of the South Hampton Police Department. I would also like to thank the Board of
Selectman for working so closely with us.
Sergeant Aaron Wojtkowski's hiring grant will run out in 1999. Aaron had done an
outstanding job in 1997. He continues with his in service training and has taken over
most of our court prosecution. He did complete the New Hampshire law package at the
New Hampshire Police Academy * ^
I want to thank Chief John Gamble and his fire officeis Both departments have a great
working relationship.
And last but not least thanks to Mike Frost for our D.A.R.E. program, and can you
believe this will be our tenth year with this great program.
With our new school now open there has been some concern about the school children
crossing Route 107a. I have met with the Selectman, school principal, and teachers and I
believe we have solved most of the problems. The school zone will be closely monitored













E. KINGSTON. N.H. 03827
South Hampton Police Department Summary Report
Arrests: 59
Motor Vehicle Stops: 1157








Court Appearances: 29 Reckless Op: 9




Assist other Agency: 67 Call Outs: 71
Animal Complaints: 41 Follow Ups: 62
Reported Shots Fired: 5 Motorist Asst: 15
Motor Vehicle Accidents: 14 Burgarlies: 3
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01 -Chief Salary-Wayne Theriault
02-Sargent Sal-Aaron Wojtkowski
03-PT Salary-Other Part Time Help
04-Equipment-Police Department
05-Expenses-Support Materials









































Dear South Hampton Residents,
The year of 1997 has been one to remember. Our major source of water for fire protection was
at critical levels. The Lake Gardner dam in Amesbury was damaged due to the rain storm of
October 1996, which has been left open to prevent further damage to the dam. This left the
water level to Lake Gardner and the Powwow River at dangerously low levels. Amesbury is
currently negotiating with F.E.M.A. for fiinds to rebuild the dam. I've spoken to our state
representative to F.E.M.A., Grace Walker, to see if they could further assist in this matter.
Due to the lack of rain in the months following the storm, it left our water holes at low levels. I
looked into acquiring a large tank to put in the center oftown for additional fire protection.
Thanks to the generosity of James Watkins, ofMidway Excavators, we were able to obtain an
8,000 gallon tank. After some minor repairs, it will be installed next to the new school in the
near fiiture.
In 1996, 1 had gone to the Federal Government Surplus through the U. S. Forestry Service, to see
if we would be able to get a truck to carry water both on and off road for fire suppression.
Finally, after almost one year, we received a 1977 A.M.C. General all wheel drive truck. This
vehicle is in excellent condition with only 1 1,000 miles. This came as no cost to the town and is
registered by the government. We will house the vehicle and agree to respond to any woodland
fire within our area as needed.
TRAINING:
During 1997, eight men took a state certified first responder medical class at our station along
with 14 other members from surrounding fire departments. This is a required class for fire
department members who respond to any medical aid calls. We also participated in a mass
causality drill which was held on Lone Goose Road sponsored by the South Hampton and
Newton Fire Departments.
Many hours have been spent throughout the year training with our equipment such as drafting
and pumping from our water holes and rivers, breathing apparatus, ladders, the use of air tools
for rescues, and radio conmiunications. These are all state certified training sessions and all
members are required to attend.
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Fire equipment maintenance is a very important part of our training sessions. All men must
make sure portable pumps, smoke ejectors, generator, air packs and all other equipment are in
working order at all times.
FIRE INSPECTIONS:
I worked closely with new school building committee on fire code upgrades that had been
overlooked on the original plans. Beverly Kowalik, of the State Fire Marshall's Office, was a
great help in assisting us with the upgrades.
Many gas and oil fired furnace permits were issued along with smoke and heat detector
inspections.
Fire calls were down this year mainly because of public awareness. There were 105 calls
reported, 42 were medical aid related.
I would like to thank all the town's people for their loyal support to the South Hampton Fire
Department and to the members of the department for all their hard work and dedication to the
town.
REMINDER: TO REPORTA FIRE OR
MEDICAL EMERGENCYDIAL "911"
Sincerely,





32^ 00 TO8 1597
WE LOST A GOOD FRIEND THIS YEAR. ALLIE WAS ACTIVE IN THE FIRE
DEPARTMENT MOST OF HIS LIFE. IN HIS EARLIER YEARS, HE PUT OUT
MANY FIRES WITH EQUIPMENT HE WOULD CARRY IN THE BACK OF HIS CAR.
DURING THE DROUGHT OF 1948, ALLIE SPENT 3 WEEKS IN SO. HAMPTON,
NEWTON AND AMESBURY FIGHTING WOODLAND FIRES. HE WAS THE FIRST
CHIEF TO ORGANIZE A WORKING VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT IN SOUTH
HAMPTON. HE DONATED THE LAND AND GENEROUSLY GAVE MANY
HOURS OF LABOR TO HELP CONSTRUCT THE NOW PRESENT FIRE STATION,
THE ALBERT E. GRAY BUILDING. ALLIE WAS ALWAYS THERE TO HELP OUT
IN ANY WAY TO ANYONE WHO NEEDED IT. HE WILL BE DEARLY MISSED.
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REPORT OF TOWN FORES i FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST R;^INGER
To aid yoTir Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Deparanent to find out if a permit is required. Violations ofRSA 227-L:17,
the fii'e permit law and the other burning laws of die State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines ofup to S2,000 ajid/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Foresis and
Lands. Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers aie available to assist communities with
forest lire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire
and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fu-e or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 271-22 1 7.
There are 2400 Forest F: re Wa-dens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and seA'^eral Deputy Wardens who assist the F-orest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1997 fire season was
a safe period for wildland firefighters witli no major injuries reported. The drought conditions
experienced during the i;arly summer months was a significant factor resulting in the total
number of fires reported during the season.
ITie State ofNew Hampshire operates 1 5 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 conlract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and
keeping the loss of propertj^ and suppression costs as low as possible.
1 997 fire; STATISTICS
(^dl Fires Reported 'hrn December 23 . 1 997)





















































This was an off year for state drills and we were only required to have one practice drill held at
our Emergency Operation Center located upstairs at the fire station. Long range plans for floods,
hurricanes, blizzards and any other national emergency plans were upgraded along with
emergency routes and equipment needed in case we would have to evacuate the town.
We are reviewing our plans for an upcoming 3-day drill on hurricanes that will take place in
April 1998. The E.O.C. will be opened and staffed for the 3 day period of the drill. This will
include many surrounding towns and state and federal agencies. Because of our participation in
these drills the fire department has received grants for radio equipment and the town has
received $1,500.00 to help pay the volunteers.
Any person in town that would like to assist in the upcoming April drill can call Chief John
Gamble at 394-7938 to find out more details.
Thank you for all your support.
Sincerejy,
John A. Gamble, HOC Director/Fire Chief
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TOTAL 01 -Road Repairs-Summer
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
JAF Industries, Inc.
03-Materials-pavement, stone, etc
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
Brox Industries
Brox Industries
TOTAL 03-Materials-pavement, stone, etc
06-Tree-and Brush Removal









E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
Larry Baker
10-BLOCK GRNT-SUMMER MAINTENANCE







TOTAL 02-Water Hole-Plowing (Brunet)







TOTAL 03-Shoveling-Town Hall & Liabrary
04-Sand & Satt-and other Chemicals
Granite State Minerals
E. N. Dixon Co., inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
Granite State IVIinerals
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
Granite State Minerals
Granite State Minerals
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.







E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.












E. N. Dixon Co., Inc.
Water Holes
Building Inspector's Report




While 1997 was a relatively quiet year, with only the Town and
School District elections, 1998 will be busier, including the State
primary and general elections in the Fall.
The Supervisors will meet at least twice before each Election Day to
add the names to new voters and to remove the names of those
who have died or have moved to another community. Since it is our
duty to keep the Checklist up to date, if you know of someone who
has moved we would appreciate being informed.
Supervisors of the Checklist meetings are always posted in three
locations:
Town Hall
Duke's State Line Store
Old Towne Country Store






Report to the Town of South Hampton
from the
RecycUng Committee
This past year, 1 997, was the first full year of curb-side recycling, and over 97 tons of materials were
collected and recycled.
The bulky waste and white goods collection day was a successful event and the fees paid by individuals
who dropped off their items contributed to the cost of the day's collection. Over 3 tons of materials
were collected, all of the white goods were recycled, and while most of the bulky waste items were sent
to the dump, some of those were recycled too!
The Recycling Committee plans to hold a bulky waste and white goods collection every odd numbered
year - so the next collection is planned for May of 1999. Again, as in 1997 a small fee will be collected
from those individuals who are disposing of their goods and this is used to offset expense.
A special Thank-You to Scott Dixon, who donated his time and hisfront-end loader to load the heavy
items into the dumpsters. The bulky waste and white goods collection could not have happened with out
Scott's contribution!
The Budget for 1997 for tonnage at the dump was $14,000, but $10, 708 was actually spent. In 1998 the
budget is $13,500. All of these figures represent a drop from $24,000 which was budgeted in 1996,
prior to curb side recycling. South Hampton currently recycles 31% of its trash. We estimated that 214
tons of waste went to the Kingston Dump. One note, tonnage fees are going up from $50 per ton to $55
per ton. This still represents the best "deal" around for the Town of South Hampton.
Grant money is being used for educational materials and for postage of any recycling related materials.
South Hampton's recycling program continues to be a success, as the numbers prove. There is a need to
have better quality control over the cardboard, as it is not being broken down enough and various
packaging materials are not all being removed prior to the cardboard being dumped into the truck.
Please note that if we all crush and breakdown the cardboard prior to putting it into the truck, we will be
making it easier for the next neighbor who comes along to put their recycables in and it will allow us to
keep the pick-up to once a months, helping to keep our costs down.
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OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
of the
Town of South Hampton, NH




Melissa Goldthwaite Term Expires 1998
Daniel J. Mahoney Term Expires 2000
Judith L. Shivik Term Expires 1999
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
John F. Bourgoin, B.S. M.Ed.
1/5/98
INTERIM SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
John H. Powers, B.S., M.S., C.A.G.S.
8/4/97 to 12/31/97
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Thomas Zarnowski, B.Ed., M.Ed.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Fred Engelbach, B.A., B.C.E., M.S.
PRINCIPAL













TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers - 1 998
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL, IN SAID DISTRICT ON




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers at the Annual
Town Meeting is authorized by Statute (RSA 671 :2) and was adopted by the District at its
1966 Annual Meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS (p
DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1998.
'^^/^z h^J^a ^X^yZ^ ĥairperson
#r^/^. r^. JIAjuhA.
"X' School Board
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest: />^^^^WV^Qt^ Chairperson
School Board
I certify that on theX^ day of February, 1998 I posted a copy of the written warrant
attested by the School Board of said District at the place of meeting within named and a like
attested copy at CP BUILDING SUPPLY being public place(s) in said District.
SS ^ J3 . 1998
Personally appeared the said NANCY D. TUTTLE and made oath the above certificate by
NANCY D. TUTTLE signed is true.
RIANCES H. NOONAN. Nstvy Prifc
Mr CwMiniM Expira NMwte 6. 2002
Before me (jUo'nct'iy 9^/^^f^^^^t^
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1998
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SOUTH HAMPTON
ON TUESDAY THE 3RD OF MARCH, 1998 AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town Meeting (South Hampton
Town Hall, March 10, 1998. Polls open at 1 1:00 A.M. and close at 8:00 P.M.) in




To see if the school district will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the South Hampton School Board and the Seacoast





And further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,353 (Seven Thousand Three Hundred
Fifty-Three Dollars) for the 1998-99 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs
attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current
staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The school board and the budget committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
2. To see if the school district will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the South Hampton School Board and the Seacoast






And further, raise and appropriate the sum of $1,060 (One Thousand Sixty Dollars) for the
1998-99 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in
salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior
fiscal year. The school board and the budget committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required.)
3. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 (Fifty
Thousand Dollars) to be added to the school district building Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. The school board recommends an appropriation of $50,000. The budget
committee recommends an appropriation of $75,000. (Majority vote required.)
4. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 (Three
Thousand Dollars) for architectural services to assist in planning for the next phase of the
new school building and to prepare schematic designs and construction cost estimates so
construction of the next phase may be taken to the voters at the 1 999 school district
meeting or subsequent school district meetings. The school board and the budget committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
5. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 7,840
(Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred Forty Dollars) for the purchase of classroom computers
and printers. The school board recommends an appropriation of $17,840. The budget
committee recommends an appropriation of $10,840. (Majority vote required.)
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6. To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
7. To see what action the school district will take in relation to reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS ^^
"^
DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1998.
\,/M, A^-MSn ân
School Board




I certify that on the/^^ day of February, 1998 I posted a copy of the written warrant
attested by the School Board of said District at the place of meeting within named and a like
attested copy at CP BUILDING SUPPLY being public place(s) in said District.
SS /3 , 1998
Personally appeared the said NANCY D. TUTTLE and made oath the above certificate by
NANCY D. TUTTLE signed is true.
Before me (ZyU^t^yK-i^^ A- n.O-tryui'?
fBANCES H. tWONAN. Not*T P*ie
Mr CnmaiM Eipirat NovMbar 6, 2002
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Dear Community Members,
The past year has been a challenging and rewarding year. What was once only a vision for our
community and children has now become a reality. Because of the generous donation of James
VanBokkelen and continued community support, we were able to move forward with the planning and
building of Phase I of the new school project. This would not have been possible without the hard work of
many individuals, who have shown through their efforts, great dedication and commitment to our school and
community. On behalf of the Board I thank Mr. VanBokkelen for his donation of the building site and
funding, which ensures that Barnard School will remain at the hiUtop, continuing to serve the present and
future generations of South Hampton. Thank you, also, to the community members who participated on both
the School Visitation Committee and the Building Committee. Your contributions of time, knowledge, and
insight are gratefully appreciated.
The Board continues to move forward in planning to bring to the community a proposal for the
completion of the building project. This year we will ask you to support funding for the development of
schematic drawings for Phase II. The division of the school and the separation of the two sites by a heavily
traveled state road has presented many logistical, scheduling, and safety concerns for students and teachers.
Principal Knapp and the staff have worked diligently to address those concerns in the best way possible. The
Principal, School Board, Selectmen, and Police Chief met to discuss these issues and have implemented a
plan to address the areas of concern. It remains our responsibility as a Board and community to continue to
work together and bring to completion a building project which reunites Barnard School students once again
in the year 2000.
Another wonderful addition to the hilltop was completed this year and is located behind the new
school site. The Playground Committee took the lead in coordinating the fundraising, planning, and
completion of the new Barnard School Playground. In working together with students, parents, community
members and local business, this project was a great success and serves as a shining example ofwhat can be
accomplished. Thank you to the Provident Bank in Amesbury and Fidelity Investments for their generous
support of this project.
This year we join the Districts ofSAU 21 in welcoming Superintendent John Bourgoin. We share in
his commitment to continue to meet the challenge ofproviding a quality education for our children at a cost
we all can afford.
We extend our thanks to Principal Knapp, teachers, and support staff for their ongoing contribution
to the success of Barnard School. You make a difference each and every day. Thank you, also, to the
Barnard Trust for their care of the building and concern for the education of South Hampton children. The
Technology Committee continues to meet and update their long-range plan. Voters will be asked to support
a warrant article based on the identified needs and recommendations of the committee. Oiu" appreciation is
also extended to the PTA for their continued support ofBarnard School programs.
In closing, I extend a heartfelt thank you to my fellow Board members. Your dedication and efforts
on behalf of the children of South Hampton are truly appreciated.
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Sincerely, .
Melissa Goldthwaite, Board Chair.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So.Spring St., P.O.Box 1122




BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SOUTH HAMPTON N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for Fiscal Year From
July 1. 1998 to June 30. 1999
MPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means
the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Ariother copy must be placed on file whh the
school district derk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT


































JU;ct.# SOURCE or REVENUE
OR CREDIT
Aoot.t N Source of Revenue or Credit

DATE 02/09/98 TIIC 08:57 fi«
( 1)
ftCCTI t TITLE
1100-113 SflARIES - TEACHERS
1 100-1 lA SflLftRY - TECmiCIflN
11««-115 SLARIES - AIDES












SOUTH ms>im scwol district
BUDGET PRCPOSAL - DISTRICT IGTING 3/3/98
EXreNDED BUDffiTED PROPOSED SSMXL BOARD BUDKT COIffl. FINAL ACTION




.M .M 14,960.M .M .00
17,675.72 17,557.W 19,791.00 23,14fl.W 32,148.00
3,088.31 S,5ra.M 4,50e.M 4,500.00 4,5M.M
.00 1,100.00 1,1M.00 1,1W.00 1,1M.M
1,^.25 1,165.08 1,0W.M 2,200.M 2,200.ee
7,451.07 9,263.e« 9,573.W 9,573.W 9,573.00
3,079.14 6,126.00 6,704.00 6,704.M 6,704.«
1,777.01 3,403.M 7,55e.W 7,550.00 7,550.M
470.56 528.^ 448.00 448.00 448.00
425.10 622.00 555.00 555.00 555.00
1,760.86 649.W 202.W 202.^ 2^.iM
909.99 496.00 566.00 568.00 568.00
3,776.42 28,425.00 23,620.00 5,793.W 5,793.00
HHtH4H»f tiiiimni t* ««tmmm «miiiinii * »»mim» t*H*«»t»tt
265,069.54 297,688.00 313, 442.M 285, 212. e« 294,212.00 .00
mmi«»W *H«t««Hti«» »*«*«« «*«*« »H4HtHH4f *««*»»
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DATE 02/09/98 TIt€ 98:57 ftl
{ 17)
flCCTI i TIPlI
1200-113 SALARIES - TEACHERS







1435-118 SfLARIES - COACHES t ADVISORS





£1;M13 S.ALASY - N'JRSE
2I3J-33v1 SHYSiCIA-N SERVICES
SOUTH fffiMPTON SCfCOL DISTRICT
BUD^ PRTOSffl. - DISTRICT ICETIf« 3/3/98
EXPENDED BUDKTED PROPOSED SCHOOL BOARD BUD(£T COI«. FINffl. ACTION
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 PRtPOSAL RECOMMEND 1998-99
51,371.00 58,112.00 62,928.00 62,928.00 62,928.00
9,704.e6 21.483.00 28,150.00 28,150.00 28,150.08
810.40 2,400.00 4,682.00 4,582.00 4,682.00
13,191.49 16,432.00 16,ie«.00 16,100.00 16,100.00
45,298.75 46,166.00 11,900.00 11,900.00 11,900.00
.00 1,176.00 1,30«.00 1,300.00 l,3OT.e«
602.54 1,398.00 1,902.0« 1,9K.00 1,902.00
fH«HitHt» *«*««« *»*«« *«*«« IIIII I IIIHI HtHft»«»f
120,978.24 147,167.00 126,952.00 125,962.00 126,962.00 M
iiimiiiiiii««« «»««*«* wiiiinHW iiniiinntf* »«t<»4»tH
7,228.00 7,823.00 7,068.00 8,821.00 8,821.00
230.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00
1,253.11 ' 1,470.00 1,675.C« 1,675.80 1,575.(M
*»«*«« »««»«« «*«*»»*« *HHftHtf«4 fHH»t««t»f«f fHHf4t«»*t»
8.721.11 9.793.00 9.243.00 10, 9%. 30 10,995.00 .08
tt<)»»tHi«** «**»««» HM«**»**H »*«« milHIlUHUt fHff««*«H
8,874.00 9,531,00 9,631.00 9,631.00 9,631.M
»******«*»»» »*«**»» luiinmt*** ««*«« ««**» f<«««M«t*4tt
8,374.00 9,531.00 9,531.00 9,531.00 9,631.00 .00
««4t««4 «**»» ««*««» «««««»»*
5.167.C0 5,486.00 5,465.00 5,486.00 5.485.00
570. ?0 450.00 570.00 570.00 570.30
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TOTAL IMPPOVEJ'ENT OF INSTRUCTION
2318-llS SALARIES - DISTRICT OFFICERS





SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOO. DISTRICT
BUDGET PROPOSAL - DISTRICT MEETING 3/3/98
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SHXl BOARD BUDGET CC!*I. FINAL ACTION
1996-97 1997-93 1998-99 PROPOSAL RECO.'^IEND 1998-99
214.19 W1.00 725.00 725.00 725.00
1,245.23 62.00 50.00 50.00 50.83
H«t»H4«*t iniiii i*«*t *»«« »**H imiin iiiim »»t«t iiiimn»»»t«
7,196.42 6.439.00 6,831.00 6,831.80 6,831.88 .80
Htt«*ttt4t» tt)tt»t*t«» t»t4ttH4»»t UlllHrttmn ftttH»t«t»tt tt»*««»»t»«t»
1,080.00 1,260.00 1,2£3.80 1,268.88 1,268.88
3,876.80 3,508.88 2,580.00 2,500.88 2,588.80
.00 154.80 .80 .88 .00
.00 358.80 350.M 350.88 350.80
1,703.08 1,720.0.0 1,885.00 1,885.00 1,885.80
492.81 5ie.e« 577.80 577.88 577.00
************* ************* ************* ************* ************* *************
7,151.89 7,494.60 6,572.80 6,572.08 5.572.80 .08
H«ft4HH(«t+H »*«*«* **«««« «*«« »«twmm i i »«««*«
3,225.30 3,410,80 3.538.00 3,538.88 3.538.88
594.80 616.80 638.00 638.00 658.88
725.00 1.200.00 1,200.00 1,200.80 1,208.80
1,388.88 1,388.88 1,380.00 1,580.08 1,388.88
100.80 108.8>0 100.00 100.88 100.88
198.85 125.80 £88.88 £88.80 £88.^8
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DATE 02/09/98 TIME M: 57 fiM
( 49)
flCCT* J TITLE
2310-810 DUES t FEES
2310-892 OTHER
TOTAL BOARD (F EDUCATION
2320-551 SAU EXPENSES
TOTAL SAU EXPE^^SES
2438-111 SfflJ5RIES - PRIfCIPAL
£400-114 SfLARY - SECRETARY
£4«0-530 POSTASE J TELEPWKC
2400-610 SUPPLIES
£400-610 DUES i FEES
TOTAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
542-116 SALARY - CUSTODIAN
2542-llS SALARY - TEMPORARY HIRES
2542-420 WATER
2542-436 FIRE EXTINGUISfCRS
SOJTH HAMPTON SCKBL DISTRICT
BUD6ET PROPOSAL - DISTRICT ICETING 3/3/98
EXPENDED BUDGETED PRtPOSED SCMML BOARD BUDGET COMM. FINAL ACTION
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 PROPOSE. ICCQMMEND 1998-99
1,419.13 1,490.00 1,550.00 1,550.00 1,558.00
£,194.38 1,600.08 1,800.00 1,800.08 1,880.08
««*«*»»« iimnHHM nmmni* inimmin iimiiiimi »«<«t«H*u
9,756.36 9,841.08 10,318.88 18,318.M 18,318.08 .00
mn»*inui iiimmmi iiiiiiiinm HHnmiiii HH«»«tH* «Hnm t»»»
15,885.08 17,W4.00 15, 818.M 15,818.00 15,818.80 .'.,
»«*H*««« »Hm»H« Ull iUUIIH t ll imi l llll »f«*itHH*f t»HtW»«»t
15,885.00 17,004.08 15,818.88 15,818.88 15,818.08 .88
»««««» tm i n inm um imii ii m iinm t» tHHHHtiit HtH»fH»«
5£,736.W 55,927.08 58,288.08 58,208.00 58,208.08
10,459.98 18,868.08 14,322.00 14,322.08 14,322.e«
2,484.38 2,408.00 7,268.80 7,250.00 7,260.80
1,^.12 1,607.08 1,641.00 1,641.08 1,641.80
465.08 498.08 508.00 588.08 580.80
Ht*«niiuu iiiiinnmt* ************* ************* ************* *************
57,074.48 71,292.00 81,931.88 81,931.88 81,931.88 .88
««««««* H4ttttttf*» ************* ************* ************* *************
7,318.98 7,768.00 11,868.08 11,860.80 11,850.88
1,558.91 2,848.88 3,114,M 3,114.08 3,114.08
518.98 718.00 575.88 575.88 575.88
67.40 80.00 128.88 128.88 128.88
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DATE 82/09/98 TII€ 08:57 AM
( 6&)
flCCTI i TITLE










2552-510 TRftJSPORTATION - CONTRACT
2553-51C TRANSPORTATION - SPECIffl. NEEDS
2554-510 TRANSPORTATION - FIELD TRIPS
'
£555-510 TRANSPORTATION - ATRETICS
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION
SOUTH TOPTON SCHOtL DISTRICT
BUDGET PROPOSAL - DISTRICT ICETINS 3/3/98
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED SCWML BOARD BUDGET COm. FINAL ACTION
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 PROPOSAL RECOMMEND 1993-99
41,043.03 8,000.00 10,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00
2,022.30 2,130.00 2.650.00 2.650.00 2,650.00
868.75 1,094.00 1.673.00 1,573.00 1,673.00
3,350.00 5,080.00 6,720.30 6,720.00 6,720.00
979.29 1,323.00 2,560.00 2,560.00 2,560.00
952.43 1,773.00 3,226.0« 3,226.00 3,226.00
««»»«»»» «««+*»« «»»*«« iimmni i* *«««*«»}«« »HfH*««t»
59,189.69 30,011.00 42,496.00 40,493.00 40,493.00 .00
fHHttHttt* tUftMHftt* »««**» mm imUHK Ht«Ht«»«4 Hfff«H*«tt4
.00 200.00 400.00 400.00 400.00
475.00 494.00 950.00 950.00 950.00
4+HHm+HHHft *+«««« «*«» ««***« «««*
475. e« 694.00 1.350.00 1,550.80 1,350.00 .00
«+*»««» «»««* «»*« t«»t«H»*Hf IIHH «»»»HHt *«**«»
£6,411.00 26,900.00 54.440.00 54,440.00 27,440.00
460.35 500.00 1,252.00 1,252.80 1.252.00
1,185.00 2,520.00 1,860.00 1,860.00 1,860.00
1,400.00 2,160.00 1,715.00 1.715.00 1,715.00
HttHi+i)tH *t«4««ttMt«» #**««« ««»»»» «t»tt*tHt4H »tHttt«ttf«*
29,456.35 32,080.00 59,267.80 59,267.80 32,267.^0 .88
««»*« »«»* »«*»« *«*t«ttH»»tt »»»»»«« *************
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TOTAL HIGH SCHOOL TUITION
«SLIBTOTAL»t»
KWTH HfifPTON SCHOO. DISTRICT
BUDGET PROWm. - DISTRICT «niNG 3/3/98
EXPENDED BUD^TED PROPOSED SOm. BOARD BUDGET COW. FINAL ACTION
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 PROPOSffl. RECtMCND 1998-99
1,443.44 .» M M M
»««»«« tHmnnnn miiiiiii«t «««««* iiinmiiin HHhitH««Ht
1.443.44 .M .00 .00 M M
t«»H**«»« «»««** *«»ninnH «*«rt«t*»« JHHtniiniii »«h»hh<h
26,450.09 29,249.00 53,833.00 53,833.00 53,833.00
1,466.29 1,553.M 2,742.00 2,742.00 2,742.M
558.00 580.00 660.00 660.00 660.^
4,075.28 5,370.00 4,400.00 4,316.00 4,316.^
1.156.45 1,330.00 1,482.00 1,482.00 1,482.80
7,760.23 g,037.M 12,049.00 12,049.00 12,049.00
30,631.45 32,769.ro 36,515.e« 35,628.00 35,628.00
KJLX"* ««»»» »«»»»»»»> JiKMJXllMlllB BlKilMIllllfl MUlHiMlBam IILBIIKHIBHK
72,097.79 79,888.m HI, 681.W 110,710.00 110,710.00 .W
«*HH««« tmiiiiiiiii iiiuiiiiiw «HHim tt nm imni * hh«*««»»
181,540.56 232, 862.M 218, 557. M 212,926.00 212,926.00
»HHtftHH IIHm»«** ««««« «««»«« tHHUHHIUmi «KHH«»Ht
181,540.56 232,862.00 218,557.00 212,926.00 212,926.00 .W
*««*«+» «««« Muuiu»« M»imnn« iinmmii i hhihiihh
************* ************* »»«««»» ««»««» ************* *************
854,109.87 951,884.00 1,014,101.00 979, 022.M 961,022.00 .00
i iii immn tmiiiiiim «««*«*« immmii i iwtHtHttM
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DATE 02/09/98 TIME 03:57 (W SKJTH fWPTON SOCOL DISTRICT
< 95) BUDGET PROPOSAL - DISTRICT ICETING 3/3/98
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROTOSED SDCOL BOARD BUD^ COIffl. FINft. flCTICW
ACCTf t TITLE 19%-97 1997-98 1998-99 PROPOSAL RECOTCND 1998-99
2560-514 FK)D AND MILK
524.68 5M.00 527.00 527.00 527.M
»»»»»«* Hiiimm i* fiiimiiiiii mmiiiiKt tminmnw mm iinm
TOTAL SPECIAL MILK PRtKRAM
524.68 M0.00 527.00 527.00 527.00 .00
niim i niH mimmiii ************* iiiiiuihih t i inmmn iiiiiiiimH
<tffft«itfHt ************* iiiiiiimm t«»H4ff<Hh» Kumiiiu *************
wSUBTOTd***
854,634.55 952,384.00 1,014,628.8® 979,549.00 961, 549.M M
iiiuiiiiiiii mimiiim imnmiin iiiiihiihh iniim»iw» nmuii im
llM-100 WARRWJT ARTICLE-OMRACT COST (TEACHERS)
.00 .m 7,353.00 7,353.00 7,353.00
llW-101 WARRANT ARTICLE-CONTRACT OKTCSIPPORT)
.00 M 1,060.00 1,060.00 1,060.00
5250-890 WARRANT ARTICLE-CfPITAL REKRVE FIM)
^,0^.00 .00 50,000.00 50,000.00 75,0^.ra
2542-320 WARRANT ARTICLE-ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
.00 .00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,0W.^
1100-745 WARRANT ARTIClf-TECHNOLOGY EQUIPt©fr
.00 .m 17,840.00 17,840.W 10,840.^
4500-460 WARRANT ARTICLE-BLDG.CtWSTRirTION
.00 i00,0ra.M .00 M .00
«**««*«« imimittK nmmimi m immm miiiiiiHii »»»«*»««*«
TOTAL WARRANT ARTICL£S
50,W.00 1W,000.M 79,253.00 79,253.00 97,253.00 M
************* ************* nmimmi *iiiiiumH iiimnmn ttt«H»Hft«
ftttfHftfttt >«tt»«t««ftt ************* ************* ************* *************
"*SLlETOTAL»**
904,634.55 1,052,384.00 1,093,881.00 1,058,802.00 1,058, 802.N .00
timum iH iimiimiu uiinimiii iiniimnii tttmmtw »«m«h»h«
GRAND TOTffl.»»»
fHf**t»«t4tt ftfttffffttH ************* ************* ************* *************
904,634.55 1,052,384.00 1,093,881.00 1,058,602.00 1,058,802.00 .00











Annual School District Meeting
Introduction: The Moderator, Walter Shivik calls the meeting to order at 7:40. He began the meeting
with the pledge of allegiance. At this time Mr. Shi\'ik makes a few announcements and introduces the
people who are seated at the front table.
• School Moderator: Walter Shivik
•
• School District Clerk; Nancy Brunet
• School Board members: Judy Shivik; Dan Mahoney, Chairman and Melissa Goldthwaite.
•
• School Administrative Unit 2 1 Officers: Dr. James Weiss, Superintendent; Tom Zamowski,
Assistant Superintendent; Fred Engelbach, Assistant Superintendent for Business; and Peter Saari,
Legal Counsel.
•
• Barnard School Principal: Barbara Knapp
• Budget Committee: Steve Kaneb, Chairman; Dennis Blair and Gary Crosby
Walter discusses the ground rules. He explains that majority rules and that the rules are made to
protect everyone's rights. He asks to keep discussion on the article we are voting on.
• He asks the non- voters to sit at the front of the stage.
• When making a motion and second please stand and state your name so the school clerk can record
your name.
• Amendments that are involved would have to be made in writing.
• He goes over the ground rules and discusses motions and voting procedures. He will read the article,
ask for a sponsor, ask for a second and at that time discussion would take place. Anyone that would
want to make an amendment would do so at that time . At the end of the discussion, he would read
the article once more and ask for a vote. He explains that at this time if a secret ballot is requested,
five or more qualified voters would have to present in writing a request to have a secret ballot. Mr.
Shivik then explains the right to restrict reconsideration. After an article has been voted, the meeting
has the right to protect the articled against reconsideration. If they make this motion and it passes,
the voters may only reconsider the article at a meeting scheduled seven days later.
• Address questions through the moderator, he will address it to the proper person for an answer.
• If the meeting does not agree on any ruling that the moderator has made, they can make a motion to
overrule his decision.
He reminds us of the election of officers on March 1 1, 1997. To elect a moderator, school clerk, treasurer
and one school board member. Town offices will also be voted upon.
At this time Melissa Goldthwaite makes a motion to allow the SAU 21 officers, the principal, Barnard
School staff and legal counsel to participate in the meeting. Seconded by Jucfy Shivik Motion passes.
Article 1: To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the simi of $100,000 (One
Hundred Thousand) to be used for design and construction of a building containing two classrooms and
ancillary space on the Van Bokkelen site. The School Board and the Budget Conmiittee recommend this
ajqjropriation. (Majority vote required.)
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Judy Shivik moves to adopt the article as read. Seconded by Dan Mahoney.
Judy Shivik speaks on the overcrowding that we \vill be faced with in the 97-98 school year. That the first
and second grade classes coming in are going to be large and that the current classroom could not house
them. The only other temporary solution is to use the town hall annex as a classroom. She states that
James VanBokklen has made a very generous offer to the board and after several meetings with him on
February 8, 1997 they signed a formal agreement. Below is the te.xt of that agreement.
Agreement between James Van Bokklen and the South Hampton School Distria:
James Van Bokkelen agrees to donate to the South Hampton School District a parcel of land located on
Route 107A known as the former Vozzella property totaling approximately seven (7) acres and fimds
with a total value of $200,000. This donation of land and money is to be used for the present Barnard
School in grades 1/2 for 1997-98. The South Hampton School Board agrees to accept the land and fimds
and to place on its 1997 School District Warrant an article to raise and appropriate a sum of $100,000
toward the construction of this structure. The Board and Mr. Van Bokklen will work cooperatively to
secure the necessary approvals and permits, install a well and septic system and construct a minimum
two-classroom permanent building on the site for September 1997. This agreement is contingent upon the
School District approving the warrant article for $100,000 at its March 1997 Aimual School District
Meeting.
Judy then recognizes James VanBokklen. At this time James describes the property that he is offering.
Motion opened for discussion.
One of the feelings among the voters in attendance is that if we were to vote on the motion, we would be
voting blindly. Some felt we should have pictures, prices and more information concerning the
classrooms that would be built. There is a group that feels that the safety issues of crossing 107A has not
been addressed and that this needs to be addressed.
Dennis Blair makes a motion "I move that the School District Meeting postpone the vote on Article 1
imtil Tuesday, March 25, 1997, at 7:30 at the town hall". Seconded by Chuck Gouin.
Discussion on the postponement. Most felt that a three week postponement was just not enough time, stOl
the School Board would lots of issues to cover, come up with plans and address all the concerns. People
also feel that again we would be putting alot of work and money into an issue, still not knowing if the
town would support a new building. As in the past when we had plans and spent money in the direction
of a new school, only to find that the town did not support it.
Steve Kaneb makes a motion for a short recess. Seconded by Chuck Gouin. Walter asks for a vote.
Motion fails.
Mr. Van Booklet is asked whether his offer will still stand after tonight if there is a postponement. He
states that he is not sure how he will feel if the town does not support this tonight.
Ms. Marty Williams talks about our of^ons if this is not voted in. She states that we have a wonderfiil
offer from James Van Bokklen and we should act on it. She also says that no this is not the perfect
solution, but that the prefect solution would probably never materialize. She feels that we should look at
our options. Our only alternative is using the town hall annex and that this space is not suitable for
educating this many children. The donation from Mr. VanBokklen is the best offer we have and that the
problem of overcrowding is not going to go away. She feels confident that the School Board will deal
with the safety issues and come up with a viable solution. She feels that this will head us in the right
direction and get us started on a new school.
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The general feeling from those in attendance is the same as Ms. Williams. There is also talk concerning
the "temporary" portable classroom has been deteriorating over the years and cost more money than it is
worth.
Walter then reads the motion to postpone the meeting until March 25, 1997 and calls for a vote. Motion
fails.
Larry Baker moves to Vote on Article 1 . Seconded by James VanBokklen. The Moderator re-reads
Article 1. He then asks for a vote. Motion passes.
Motion to restrict reconsideration. Made by James VanBokklen, seconded by Craig Marx. Motion passes.
Article II: To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the District.
Dan Mahoney moves to adopt the Article as read Seconded by Melissa Goldthwaite.
Dan Mahoney starts going through the budget by line items. On the 1 100 series there is discussion on
the equipment line increase. Dan explains that this is for the purchase of 8 computers, 2 printers,
programs and the necessary supplies.
Dan continues through the line items. At the 1200 series, special education, Dan explains that the
increase here is partly due to two children that will be coming into first grade this fall. They will require
aides. They have had the aides in preschool and kindergarten, but will need them for a bit longer due to a
longer school day. Some discussion on the travel line item. Mr. Mahoney explains that the special needs
therapist is required to travel to schools were out of district placements have been made. She is
reimbiused for her travel expenses.
Dan continues through the accounts with very little discussion. One area for debate is at the 2200 series,
which includes teachers workshops. Craig Marx states that again this year he needs to address this. He
feels that this should be included in the regular pay that the teachers receive. He states that the teachers
are salaried and that the time they spend to prepare for school is included in their salary. He makes a
motion to amend line item 22 10-125 to read $0.00. Seconded by Mike Santosuosso. Walter asks for
discussion. There is discussion as to whether the teachers should be paid extra for extra time. Dan
Mahoney states that this accoimt provides funding for 6 teachers for 2 days and 2 teachers for 1 day
during the simimer to work on cimiculum development and thematic units for the upcoming year. He
also states that the teachers do indeed put in extra time on their own, but that this is a time where they can
brainstorm. The Moderator calls for a vote on the motion to amend this line item. Motion fails.
As Mr. Mahoney goes on he briefly touches upon the secretary's salary. He states that she has been doing
an excellent job and hopes that she will continue to stay in this position
In the 2543 series, questions concerning the heating and lighting of the new classrooms arise. Dan states
that we have been overcharged by Unitil aadhave been using up a $5,000.00 credit. He says that with the
monies apprc^riated in the accoimt it should balance out and we should be okay this coming year.
With no more discussion. The moderator calls for a vote on the article. Motion passes.
Motion tJ&K^Ki reconsideration made by James VanBokklen, Seconded by Dong Hadley. Motion passes.
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Article HI: To see what action the school district will take in relation to reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees or officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto. Moved by Dan Mahoney, seconded by
Melissa Goldthwaite.
At this time Melissa Goldthwaite states that the board has traveled to some different schools similar to
ours and that they have pictures and material for us to view. She also announces that if anyone is
interested in getting involved in the new building project, the first meeting will be held on March 18,
1997 at 7:00.
With no discussion Mr. Shivik moves the article for a vote. Motion passes.
Article FV: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Fred Anderson makes a motion to give a round of applause for Ms. Marty Williams. For all the work she
did with the CyberFair.
There is a round of applause for James VanBokklen and the School Board for all James has given for the
town and children of South Hampton and for all the hard work done by the School Board.
















This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
the official records. The information is complete and correct to the best of










































The figures listed above show the salaries and the
proportionate share paid by each School District in
School Administrative Unit #21 for 1997-98.









1996 Valuation 1996-97 Pupil Combined District
Valuation Percent Pupils Percent Percent Share
$841,641,585
Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street « Concord » New Hampshire « 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
South Hampton School District
South Hampton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the South Hampton School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1997 as listed in the table of contents. These general-
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the South
Hampton School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that
should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the South Hampton School District, as of June 30, 1997, for
the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
of South Hampton School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the general-purpose financial statements of the South Hampton School District. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
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Barnard School
South Hampton, New Hampshire
January 1998
It is a pleasure to share this annual report with the citizens of South Hampton, a
community where a sense of volunteerism has proven to be thriving. In monthly
reports to the School Board, I have repeatedly included information on the support
provided for classroom activities, after school and evening programs, new
playground construction, construction projects at the new building, furniture
assembly, moving to a new site, computer-related technical assistance, PTA
activities, equipment and supply needs, and enriching activities for our students.
Without the dedication of families, community members, area businesses, and the
staff, our students' school experiences would be far less fulfilling. Heartfelt thanks
is extended to all who contributed to strengthening the school/community
relationship, and provided the means for ensuring a successful year for Barnard
School students.
During the past two school years there has been an emphasis on creating an
atmosphere where good character and citizenship flourish. "Kindness Counts" is
the theme around which the program has been built. Teachers have attended
workshops, shared research information, and implemented the first phase of a
character and citizenship program. Students set agendas for Monday morning
meetings where both their concerns and acts of kindness can be shared.
Collaboration is vital to the success of the program in which high standards of
behavior for all members of the school community have been established.
Using state and national standards along with SAU-wide curriculum documents,
the teaching staff developed a set of student competencies for the end of grades 2,
4, 6, and 8 in the areas of language arts, math, science, and social studies. These
lists of exit-level benchmarks are being used in the form of a draft for the 1997-98
school year. At the end of the school year, the lists will be evaluated and revised
as necessary. Work had begun on developing benchmarks in the area of
technology.
Another school-wide goal has been to develop policies and procedures for
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meeting the state minimum standards for school approval for the circulation of
classroom library materials. With the assistance and expertise of both a consultant
and a local volunteer, the staff has created a data base of all library materials,
including software and CD-ROM titles. It is expected that this data base will be
available for students, staff, and families to access in the near future.
We continue to examine, revise, and implement strategies for integrating learning
in a multiage, inclusive setting where children's unique strengths are valued and
their needs are met using a holistic approach. In order to meet the challenge of
providing quality education for all students, there are ongoing efforts to improve
communication between classroom teachers, specialists, support staff, and
families.
The computer lab at Barnard School provided interactive learning for many during
1997. In the area of professional development there has been an emphasis on
technology training for the staff. Peer coaching is evident as teachers share their
expertise with one another, students assist their classmates, and community
volunteers establish partnerships with the staff. The creation of an after school
computer club proved to be successful with attendance from students throughout
all grade levels. The Technology Committee opened the lab to the community on
Saturdays during October and November and also held a series of adult education
classes for beginners. Funding from the Goals 2000 grant provided Internet access
24 hours a day, technical assistance, and training. Thanks is extended to the folks
at Center for Resource Management who wrote the grant for SAU 21
.
As we begin 1998 and envision the future, I am reminded of a quote from Maragret
Mead - "We are now at a point where we must educate our children in what no one





It is with a great sense of honor and privilege that I
submit my first Superintendent's Report for the Annual District
Reports of the various school districts that make up SAU #21.
The transition of the SAU leadership position was completed with
the "changing of the guard" between Mr. John Powers and myself.
That formality was finalized on January 5, 1998.
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my
sincerest thanks to John for the very professional manner in
which he fulfilled his duties as "Interim" Superintendent. His
stewardship of SAU #21 from the summer of 1997 until the fifth
of January was steady in its course and helped set the stage for
a very smooth transfer of responsibilities.
It is both a very exciting and challenging time to be
assuming the leadership of SAU #21. Exciting, in that both the
SAU and the constituent districts continue to journey down the .
road of educational excellence. Challenging, in that there are
many internal and external factors that the educational system
must confront and effectively deal with over the next several
years in order to maintain its level of excellence. I believe
that there are many educational initiatives throughout the SAU
that all stakeholders can point to with pride.
Over the past three years the School Districts have worked
hard in conjunction with the SAU to identify the best
educational practices, supported by research, that exist in our
nation today. That effort led to a long range planning process
that to date has developed curriculum in the areas of Language
Arts, Math, Technology, Guidance, and Career Paths. Various
curriculum committees continue to work feverishly to research,
develop, and write the remaining curricula in accordance with
the SAU' s five year plan. Central to this effort has been the
over arching philosophy of attempting to incorporate an
educational plan that will provide as much as possible for a
common experience for all students K-12 without ignoring the
uniqueness that exists across the various districts. This
curriculum development model is consistent with the New
Hampshire Frame Works and each document generated by this
process will be supported by staff development opportunities for
our instructional staff so that it is effectively implemented.
Good instructional practice requires adequate and
appropriate educational facilities as well as a current, child
centered instructional philosophy in order to effectively meet
the needs of children as they prepare for the twenty first
century.
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Many of the districts within the SAU #21 completed addition
or renovation projects in the past two years.
Hampton School District voters should feel extremely proud
of the new addition and renovations at the Marston Elementary
School. The final step in solving Hampton's space problem will
be an addition to Centre School. A $2.3 million project ($1.7
million bond issue) will be on the ballot March 10""^. Those of
us in the educational community believe that this project is
well thought out, necessary for improving the quality of
educational experience for the youngest students in the Hampton
District, and deserving of your support.
The North Hampton community also added to and renovated
their elementary school over the past year. Its facility is
equally beautiful and is currently serving the educational needs
of students, K-8, in that district.
The new Seabrook Middle School has been in use for one and
a half years now. Thanks to the steadfast support of Seabrook'
s
voters, the Seabrook Elementary School is now able to truly meet
the educational needs of youngsters in the middle school age
group.
The entire Winnacunnet community pulled together and made a
major commitment to fund the new auditorium. Use of the
auditorium is increasing virtually every day. It is invaluable
in propelling music and drama programs forward and in enhancing
the quality of student life.
Thanks to a very generous donation from a South Hampton
citizen and the hard work of many people throughout the South
Hampton community, there is a new beautiful facility in that
town serving the needs of students in grades one and two. The
South Hampton School Board is currently looking at future
options for moving more grades into the new building and is
hopeful that this project is just the first phase of a multi
year plan to bring their new facilities all under one roof for
the community's children.
Both the Winnacunnet and Seabrook School Districts continue
to renovate and upgrade their HVAC systems to provide more
efficient and environmentally friendly working and learning
spaces for students and employees. Hampton Falls has completed-
an engineering study that shows similar HVAC renovation is
needed at the Lincoln Akerman School.
All of these projects, completed and contemplated, were and
are much needed throughout the SAU. Many of our former spaces
were inadequate and inappropriate for providing the type of
education our students deserve today. Additionally, with SAU
enrollments having increased twenty five percent (25%) since
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1992, the building projects were much needed to deal with our
ever-growing student enrollments. One of the challenges I
referred to previously involves this issue. We are projecting a
continuing increase in the number of students across the SAU
with a fifteen percent (15%) increase anticipated over the next
five years. This will bring the total SAU enrollments across
all districts to 5,000 students K-12. This projected increase
of over 800 students from our 1997-98 enrollments will require
all of us to plan together in order to continue to provide the
quality of education the SAU takes pride in.
The Technology Initiative across all districts is another
area of both excitement and challenge. The infusion of
hardware, software, network capability and staff development in
all districts has certainly helped to move instructional
practice forward as regards integrating technology into the
classroom. This has generated much excitement for the students,
staff and communities. However, much remains to do! More
computers, the acquisition of more software, copyright
compliance issues, the networking together of all the schools,
automated library systems, increased staff development, and
updated administrative computer capabilities are just some of
the technology challenges that still await review and action.
Some of the additional challenges that the greater SAU #21
school community will face, not only this year, but in the near
future, are the issues of; the impact of SB-2 (RSA 40:13) on our
communication effectiveness with our various stakeholder groups,
educational funding reform that is sure to come as a result of
the Claremont Decision, the ability to articulate the provisions
of negotiated contracts with the voters so as to garner informed
public support, and finally, to be willing to face up to the
task of reallocating resources that currently exist within the
SAU so that we can continue to provide a quality education for
our children at a cost we all can afford.
We will all need to work together to solve these challenges
that lay ahead so that the vision of educational excellence
previously articulated by many current and former community
leaders can continue to serve as the beacon we can all look to
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SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
STAFF SALARIES
1997-98
Name Step & Track
No. Years No. Years
Salary in District Experience
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No. of Pupils Enrolled During the Year 80.0
Average Daily Membership 78.6
Percent of Attendance 97.0
Number of Pupils in High School - September, 1996 31.0
ENROLLMENT IN SEPTEMBER 1996
Grades 1-2 19 Grades 5-6 17
Grades 3-4 25 Grades 7-8 17















AMESBURY HIGH TUITION RATES
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99
Tuition $5,368.83 $5,300.58 $5,630.79




as of September 30, 1997
Revised 1/8/98
BARNARD SCHOOL CLASS LIST - 1997-98
Grade 1: Mrs. Nichols



















Grade 2: Mrs. Nichols











Grade 3: Mrs. Peeke









Grade 4: Mrs. Peeke













Grade 5: Mr. Brunette














Grade 6: Mr. Brunette









Grade 7: Mrs. Catalano










Grade 8: Mrs. Courtney
(Total 8) Boys (6) - Giris (2)
Cook, Roger
Courtney, Andrew
Cronin, Isaiah
Ingalis, LeeAnn
Mahoney, Stephen
Oldak, Trevor
Pearson, Amber
Sanborn, Ryan
TOTAL 86 Students
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